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We work with a global network of senior and executive 
level candidates across front, middle and back office 
positions.  We are well placed to offer a full service solution 
for our clients needs through a headhunt and extraction led 
approach to sourcing the best talent in the industry.
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Imperium Commodity Search offers a comprehensive suite of search solutions to our exceptional international commodity trading, 
producing and shipping clients.  Operating across retained and contingent recruitment methodologies as well as offering a host of 
market mapping, salary survey and talent attraction services, Imperium Commodity Search is well positioned to identify, attract 
and supply the best talent for your business.  We separate ourselves not just on the introductions we do make, but on the ones 
we don't; nurturing the right relationships and offering a truly personal service to both clients and candidates.  This ensures we 
are not only representing the best of our business, but that your brand is held in the highest regard and represented in an 
accurate and positive light in every communication that we make. 
 
We offer a range of solutions that go beyond recruitment.  Our consultants are specialists in their verticals and have a truly unique 
exposure to an international market place of candidates and competitors.  We can tailor our solutions specifically for the task at 
hand, and whilst we excel at recruiting passive and value added candidates, we can also incorporate our salary surveys, market 
mapping or talent attraction services into our search solutions to provide a wider benefit to your growth/replacement project.
 
We believe a "one size fits all" approach to recruitment is out-dated.  We pride ourselves on getting to know our clients on a 
personal level - creating bespoke solutions to satisfy their requirements in a time effective manner 

Executive Search Solutions 
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Imperium's Energy exposure is as diverse as the products themselves.  Our consultants feel at home deep within the international 
bunker markets as much as they do in the intraday power trading space.  We are well positioned, through our excellent network 
and ability to engage with passive candidates across the market, to undertake hiring assignments with energy traders, producers 
and brokers globally.  
 
Our Energy consultants have a solid understanding of trading, operations, analyst, risk management, hedging and sales staff in 
oil, gas, power, renewables and NGL/LNG.  It has been no secret that the energy market is some way off from its glory days and 
many companies are restructuring their approach to an ever changing market.  Our consultants have been involved in the launch 
of new light ends sales offices in Europe and assisted with restructuring projects in the US for a leading energy sales firm.  We 
believe in mutual trust and the need for a true understanding of the markets, growth plans and risk factors of our clients for 
sensitive projects like these and endeavour to offer a variety of options, working closely to match our approach to any changes as 
the project progresses. 
 
Our energy consultants are on hand to discuss your business and where we may be able to assist in the next step for your team.

Energy 

Reach our Energy
Team today on 

+44 (0) 203 927 5090 
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Imperium Commodity Search have a deep understanding of the global agricultural trading markets, with experience on trading, 
hedging, operations, logistics and research/analytical roles within the space.  We have served clients globally looking to increase 
their market coverage, expand their trading team or bring their risk management processes in-house, providing futures/options 
traders to physical trading houses.  
 
Our softs & ags consultants have worked in niche areas of the industry and proven their ability to extract passive talent that sticks.  
They have assisted the growth of budding international dairy businesses and helped coffee traders improve their sustainability 
platform in countries of origin, as well as identified and sourced leading traders with a proven track record and ability to add to a 
companies bottom line.   We are confident in our ability to work with both domestic and international trading houses/producers 
through our strong knowledge of the markets and extensive research/headhunting team.  The agricultural market changes all the 
time - new tariffs, new exchange regulations and increasingly tight margins mean we pride ourselves on remaining plugged into 
the market and able to read and understand the pressures and strains on your business and respond to them in an agile way. 
 
Our softs & ags consultants are on hand to discuss your business and where we may be able to assist in the next step for your 
team.

Agriculture & Soft Commodities 

Reach our Softs & 
Ags Team today on 

+44 (0) 203 927 5090 
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Our consultants have delivered mandates across base metals, minor metals, steel, precious metals and mining in a variety of 
international locations across producers and trading houses, both physical and derivative.   Our team has a strong knowledge of 
the metals markets and have worked on some truly unique and niche positions in the past.  We like to get to know our candidates 
and understand their market better.  This allows us to gain a wider understanding of the market trends and where we can best 
position ourselves to assist our clients in their own journeys and which particular niche may benefit them.  Our consultants have 
even had exposure to low-background steel!
 
Imperium's specialist consultants have dealt with concentrates traders in Switzerland, China and South America as well as LME 
traders/speculators in London/New York.  We have a coverage of the metals space that few can rival, working with back, middle 
and front office staff with traders and brokers alike.  The metals trading space is often a business of networks and relationships; 
we ensure we are nurturing ours to make sure that we can introduce the right candidates at the right time for your business.
 
Our metals & mining consultants are on hand to discuss your business and where we may be able to assist in the next step for 
your team.

Metals & Mining 

Reach our Metals & 
Mining Team today on 
+44 (0) 203 927 5090 
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Imperium Commodity Search has worked both with in-house logistics and shipping staff, as well as supplying talent to specialist 
shipbrokers and research houses.  We work with both ship and shore based staff and have an extensive international network of 
front office, supply chain, logistics and chartering professionals.  We are well placed to provide a full service solution to in-house 
supply chain teams as well as sourcing passive, profitable talent for a broking desk.  
 
Due to the nature of the shipping markets, our consultants have developed a network and headhunt led model to establish 
relationships with excellent candidates across shipping hubs globally.  We aim to create lasting relationships in the shipping 
markets and operate as a full cycle supplier for staff of all levels.  
 
Our shipping consultants are on hand to discuss your business and where we may be able to assist in the next step for your 
team.

Shipping 

Reach our Shipping
 Team today on 

+44 (0) 203 927 5090 
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Our Solutions 
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Our Solutions 
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Our Experience 

Energy Softs & Agriculture

LPG Broker | Bespoke Brokerage - Singapore
Business Development Manager | Broker - Amsterdam
Senior Bunker Trader | Trading House - Denmark
Crude Analyst | Oil Trading House - Switzerland
Natural Gas Hedging | Financial Institution - Chicago
Head of Base Oils | Energy Major - London
Bunker Trader | Bunker Trading House - Miami
Letters of Credit | Energy Trading House - Geneva 
Physical Supply Trader | Bunker Terminal - Germany 
Lead Originator | Renewables Firm - Zurich
Operations Executive | Oil Trading House - Dubai 

Grain Broker | IDB - London
Senior Soybean Trader | Trading House - Shanghai 
Oilseeds Trader | Trading House - Singapore
Grain Hedging Sales | Bank - Geneva
Trading Analyst | Softs Trader - Amsterdam 
Nuts Trader | Trading House - London
Fertilizer Trader | Trading House - Canada 
Livestock Analyst | Financial Institution - Sydney
Editor | Research House - London  
Letters of Credit | Trading House - London
Supply Chain Manager | Softs Trading House - Belgium 
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Our Experience 

Metals & Mining Shipping

Risk Management Executive | Brokerage - Singapore
Precious Metals Trader | Fund - Zurich
Portfolio Manager | Hedgefund - Geneva
Market Risk Analyst | Brokerage - Chicago
Client Solutions Architect | Brokerage - Dubai
Zinc Sourcing | Trading House - Germany 
Head of Concentrates | Trading House - London
Mining Viability Analyst | Mining Major - Australia 
Operations Manager | Steel Trading Firm - India  
SBQ Sales | Steel Sales - Singapore
Aluminium Trader | Trading Firm - London

FFA/Freight Broker | Shipbroker - London
Dry Bulk Broker | Shipbroker - Geneva 
Chartering Manager | Metals Producer - Dubai
BDM | Shipping Firm - SIngapore  
Head of Operations | Logistics Firm - London
Port Controller | Trading House - Houston 
Superintendent | Shipowner - Oman 
Newbuild Broker | Shipbroker - London
Charterer | Drilling/Exploration Firm - Denmark  
Wet FFA Broker | Shipbroker - SIngapore 
Head of Sales | Shipowner - Norway
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